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Water distribution network design
optimisation with respect to reliability

Jochen Janssens, Annelies De Corte, Kenneth Sörensen
University of Antwerp Operations Research Group ANT/OR

Prinsstraat 13, 2000 Antwerp, Belgium

September 2015

In this paper, two approaches for distribution network design optimisation
that take into account reliability at critical nodes in the network, are presented.
An exact solution method is compared with an adaptive large neighbourhood
search solution technique. Both procedures are tested on a set of realistic test
instances, and compared on computational time and objective value.

Keywords: network design, network security, metaheuristics, adaptive large
neighbourhood search (ALNS).

1 Introduction

With an ever growing population on our planet, the expansion and growth of cities and
villages is inevitable. Together with the development and urbanisation of rural areas, comes
the growth and forti�cation of the utility networks in those territories. To face the increase in
demand, network operators can add connections to an existing network, or replace existing
network sections with ones that can handle a higher throughput.

Not only do customers expect to receive a decent service, the network operator is bound
by contractual limits of service variations and interruptions. But certain customers might
even have contracts that enable them to �le enormous claims if the contract or service limits
are violated. In some cases, lives might even depend on the assurance of high-quality and
reliable service, e.g., hospitals depend on clean water and a continuous provision of electric-
ity, �re �ghters depend on the continuous pressure and �ow of water, etc. Failures in the
network could throw a spanner in the works, and lead to catastrophic end results. Ostfeld
and Shamir (1993) divide failures in water distribution networks in two closely-related cate-
gories: mechanical failure of system components and hydraulic failures in meeting customer
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requirements. In this work, focus will be on pipe disruptions, which falls under the �rst
category, i.e. mechanical failures.

The cost of extending existing networks, or creating new utility networks, should not be un-
derestimated. Network operators are pressured by share holders to keep costs at a minimum
while keeping service at an agreeable level. Network designers are faced with the problem
of deciding where new lines and sections should be added or old ones should be replaced or
upgraded.

The problem tackled in this work is one that can be encountered by network designers of
any utility network. Where should one add lines to ensure a certain probability of service at
certain high value points (critical points) in the network, at the lowest possible cost?

In the case of water network designers, an example could be the following: as a water
provider, the service to a few customers in the network should be guaranteed with a proba-
bility of 99% in case of network failures. These failures can be malicious or by normal wear
and tear.

In Section 2, the problem is explained and de�ned as a mathematical model. Section 3 gives
an overview of the state-of-the-art in network planning and design. The solution approach
used in this paper, is highlighted in Section 4, while the results are shown in Section 5. Finally,
in Section 6, the conclusions are presented.

2 Problem definition

In a graph G = {N , E}, where N is a set of nodes and E is a set of edges, a spanning tree is
formed with a set of edges F ⊂ E. The edges of E, that are not in F are de�ned as set A,
such that E = F ∪A and F ∩A = ∅, the setA consists of the edges that can be added by the
decision maker. A set of critical nodes,K ⊂ N , is also de�ned. A critical node is de�ned as a
node in which the supply has to be guaranteed with a certain probability. A critical scenario
is de�ned as a combination of failures in edges that result in a loss of service in a node c ∈ K .
C is the set of all critical scenarios. The value of xa is equal to 1 if the arc a is being added to
the solution, 0 otherwise. Set Cc is the set of scenarios that is critical for one critical node c .
Set QF

l is the subset of edges of Q that fail in critical scenario l , set QN
l is the subset of edges

of Q that do not fail in critical scenario l , where Q = F ∪ X and X = {a |a ∈ A,xa = 1}.

With these sets de�ned, the problem can be represented as a mathematical model as fol-
lows:
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min
∑
a∈A

xa · ca (1)

s.t.
Pc ≤ Mc ∀c ∈ K (2)

Rl =
∏
i ∈QFl

pi ·
∏
k ∈QNl

(1 − pk ) ∀l ∈ C (3)

Pc =
∑
l ∈Cc

Rl ∀c ∈ K (4)

xa ∈ {0, 1} ∀a ∈ A (5)

where ca is the cost for adding arc a to the solution. The objective function in Eq. (1) min-
imises the total cost of all arcs added, which is calculated as the sum of the cost of all the arcs
that are added to the network. In this paper, the cost was chosen to be equal to the length of
the arc added. A more realistic cost, e.g., which depends on the selected diameter and mate-
rial, could be used, but this was not necessary to show the e�ectiveness and functionality of
the solution approach proposed in this paper. Eq. (2) represents the constraint which ensures
that the minimal probability of supply at the critical nodes, when a failure happens, is above
a prede�ned percentage. Mc is the maximum allowed probability of failure allowed at critical
node c , speci�ed by the decision maker. Pc is the calculated probability of failure of critical
node c . In Eq. (3), we specify the probability that scenario l takes place, de�ned as Rl . The
probability of failure of arc i , if it is failing in critical scenario l , is represented by pi . The
probability of failure of arc k , if it is not failing in critical scenario l , is shown by pk . Eq. (4)
de�nes Pc as the sum of probabilities of critical scenarios happening where critical node c is
no longer receiving proper service. Eq. (5) de�nes the domain of the decision variable, xa .

3 Literature review

In Steiglitz et al. (1969), Grötschel et al. (1995) and Kerivin and Mahjoub (2005), a similar
problem is tackled, namely, the survivable network design problem. This problem is de�ned
on a graph G, where an origin node, o, and a destination node, d , are present. The surviv-
able network design problem comes in two �avours: the node-survivable network design
problem (NSNDP) and the link-survivable network design problem (LSNDP). For a network
to be a link-survivable network, a network designer adds edges (links) to the network, un-
til there is a set of paths between o and d that contains at least a pre-speci�ed number of
link-disjoint paths. A link-disjoint path is de�ned as a path were none of the links present
in the path, is present in an other path. The node-survivable network does the same with
nodes-disjoint paths. In both cases, the approach neglects the real probability of failure for
each component, and assumes that the probabilities for all component are equal. This, how-
ever, is an abstraction of reality, as di�erent components could have di�erent expected life
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spans and some components (e.g., moving components) could have a higher rate of failure
than others. On the other hand, this abstraction does make the necessary calculations much
less complicated. Both approaches also allow only one source and destination node. The
method proposed in this paper is able to handle multiple source and destination nodes, and
does not have an equal probability of failure for each component. Furthermore, the surviv-
able network approach forces a pre-speci�ed number of edge- or node-disjoint paths, what
could result a in sub-optimal allocation of budget to enforce this constraint.

Reliability considerations should be present at di�erent decision levels in water distribution
companies. Nonetheless, Ostfeld and Shamir (1993) stated that very little e�ort is put in
water distribution network optimisation that takes reliability into account as one of the ob-
jectives. One of the main causes mentioned is the di�culty in de�ning reliability measures.
Walski (1993) appeared at the same moment as Ostfeld and Shamir (1993) and raised similar
thoughts. In the following two decades, water distribution network reliability has gathered a
considerable amount of attention. Still, today, it is hard to �nd a universally accepted de�ni-
tion of reliability. Concepts such as reliability, resilience, redundancy and robustness share
common grounds and are used interchangeably. Moreover, de�ning reliability parameters
that are meaningful and measurable remains a problem. Increasing a network’s reliability
can happen by taking decisions at di�erent levels: network topology (e.g., adding new pipes),
network design (e.g., changing pipe diameters) and network operation (e.g., pipe cleaning).
Most authors relate topology decisions with mechanical reliability and hydraulic feasibility
with design and operational decisions. This shows the importance of clearly de�ning what
is to be studied and what the decision variables are when working on water distribution
network reliability. The problem de�ned in this paper is clearly the �rst category, which
concerns decisions in the network topology.

Todini (2000) aims at quantifying the concept of network reliability by using an index of re-
silience, which he de�nes as the network’s intrinsic capability of overcoming sudden failures.
An increased resilience index, which is easily measurable, will lead to improved network re-
liability. He considers network topology as given and considers pipe diameters as decision
variables. The problem is formulated as a multi-objective problem that aims at reducing the
cost, while preserving a su�cient degree of resilience. He applies a heuristic approach to
construct an approximate Pareto set.

Yazdani et al. (2011) study di�erent network expansion strategies that aim at enhancing the
network resilience. The authors create four di�erent network expansions, ranging from tree-
like to more looped structures. They calculate resilience metrics and how the network topol-
ogy in�uences system robustness. No optimisation is applied. Instead, they use graph theo-
retical metrics to assess the redundancy and robustness of the network.

Ostfeld (2012) studies hydraulic feasibility in combination with the related design (pipe di-
ameters) and operational (required pump power) decisions. They formulate the problem as a
minimisation problem that is decomposed in an inner problem, �nding the least cost design,
and an outer problem, which is the reliability evaluation model.

Liu et al. (2014) use diameter-sensitive entropy as a surrogate measure for network reliabil-
ity. They explicitly take pipe diameters into account, since diameters in�uence the network
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reliability signi�cantly. For example, larger diameters enhance the ability to cope with abnor-
mal demand increases (hydraulic feasibility) and they have lower probability of pipe bursts
(mechanical feasibility). The problem is formulated as a multi-objective optimisation model
which aims at minimizing total cost and maximising the resilience index. Pipe diameter is
the decision variable (network design level).

Gupta et al. (2015) focus on level-one redundant networks, which are networks that sustain
a single pipe failure without a�ecting consumer services. The authors apply an iterative
method which uses LP to reach level-one redundant networks. The related decision variables
are both on network topology level (i.e., choosing where to put parallel pipes) and network
design level (e.g., selecting diameter sizes).

The approach proposed in this paper di�ers from the ones mentioned above. It extends the
classical survivable network design problem by taking multiple source and destination nodes
in to account. Furthermore, probabilistic information is taken into account. The approach
proposed here is working on the network topology, and pipe diameters are not taken into
account. Furthermore, in this work, the focus is on level-three redundancy.

4 Solution approach

Two algorithms to solve the problem described in Section 2 are explored. The �rst one is an
exact solution procedure, the second one is a metaheuristic approach. Both methods make
use of the same basic building blocks, such as adding and removing arcs from the solution,
checking feasibility, and upper bound checking, so that spending a large amount of time in
optimising one of these building blocks does not favour one approach over the other.

For both solution approaches, the decision was made to restrict the critical scenarios to those
with 3 or less failing arcs. Following the terminology of Gupta et al. (2015), the aim is there-
fore to design level-three redundant networks. This choice can be justi�ed by the fact that
critical scenarios with 4 or more failing arcs have a very small probability of occurrence. So
small even that the probability that any of these scenarios occurs, not only the critical ones,
is smaller than 1.2% for the instances that are considered in this paper. The bene�t of restrict-
ing these critical scenarios to 3 failing arcs or less is mostly noticeable in the computational
speed, but it also bene�ts the memory usage of both algorithms. Considering that in the
worst case, if all scenarios, including the ones with 4 or more failing arcs, are considered, a
maximum of 2 |E |−1 critical scenarios can occur, it should be clear that when only the scenar-
ios with 3 or less failing arcs are considered, only a fraction of this number will be possible
critical scenarios. The maximum number would then be equal to

(
|E |

1

)
+

(
|E |

2

)
+

(
|E |

3

)
.

4.1 Exact approach

The exact solution approach proposed here, is an approach where a recursive function it-
erates over all the possible combinations of additions of arcs to the network. A feasibility
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check on the probability constraint for each critical node (see Eq. (2)) is done to verify if a
proposed solution is feasible. The best objective function found so far is used as an upper
bound throughout the algorithm to speed things up, by neglecting branches of the search tree
that are feasible, but have an objective value larger than the upper bound. In Algorithm 1,
the exact algorithm is shown in pseudo code. After initialising the parameters of the exact
approach and the instance, the algorithm checks if the empty solution is feasible. If it is fea-
sible, this is the best possible solution, as no edges have been added to the solution yet, so
the objective value will be zero, the lowest possible value. If it is not feasible, the algorithm
calls the recursive function shown in Algorithm 2, to iterate through all the combinations of
possible arc additions.

Algorithm 1 Exact approach
1: x ← ∅, arcToCheck← 0
2: x∗ ← x , f (x∗) ← ∞
3: xt ← x , f (xt ) ← f (x )
4: Pc ← calculateCriticalNodeProbability(x )
5: if (Pc ≤ Mc ) then
6: x∗ ← x , f (x∗) ← f (x )
7: return x∗

8: end if
9: x∗ ← recursive(xt ,x∗, arcToCheck)

10: return x∗

The recursive function, shown in Algorithm 2, receives the best solution so far, x∗, the current
solution, x t , and the arc to add, arcToCheck, as parameters. If we did not reach the end of
possible arcs to add |A|, the arc, arcToCheck, is added to the current solution. If the objective
value is lower than the best objective value found so far, the probabilities for the critical
nodes, given the current solution, are calculated. If all the probabilities are smaller than a
prede�ned maximum value Mc for each node, the solution is stored as the new best solution
found so far, and a switch, improvement, is set to true. The improvement value is only set if
the objective is the lowest so far and the solution is feasible. This means that it has no use to
explore that branch any further, as all arcs that get added will increase the objective value.
Next, the value of arcToCheck is increased to move on to the next arc. If improvement was not
set, the recursive function is called again, with the new values.

In the second part of the function, arcToCheck is decreased again, to be able to remove the
arc from the current solution. If the objective value of the current solution is lower than the
best objective value found so far, the feasibility is calculated again. If the current solution
is feasible, it is stored as new best solution. Finally, arcToCheck is increased once more, and
the recursive function is called again. At the end of the recursive function, the best found
solution is returned.

The addArc function, which is used in both the exact and metaheuristic solution methods, and
the structure that holds the critical scenarios are designed to update the solution’s critical
scenarios without recalculating them all from scratch. The structure for each scenario has an
array of pipes that fail, the risk for that scenario, an array with the critical nodes which are
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Algorithm 2 Recursive function
1: improvement← false
2: if (arcToCheck < |A|) then
3: xt ← addArc(xt , arcToCheck)
4: if (f (xt ) < f (x∗)) then
5: Pc ← calculateCriticalNodeProbability(xt )
6: if (Pc ≤ Mc ) then
7: x∗ ← x , f (x∗) ← f (x )
8: improvement← true
9: end if

10: increase arcToCheck

11: if (!improvement) then
12: x∗ ← recursive(xt ,x∗, arcToCheck)
13: else
14: improvement← false
15: end if
16: end if
17: decrease arcToCheck

18: xt ← removeArc(xt , arcToCheck)
19: if (f (xt ) < f (x∗)) then
20: Pc ← calculateCriticalNodeProbability(xt )
21: if (Pc ≤ Mc ) then
22: x∗ ← x , f (x∗) ← f (x )
23: end if
24: increase arcToCheck

25: x∗ ← recursive(xt ,x∗, arcToCheck)
26: end if
27: end if
28: return x∗

disconnected from a source by this scenario, an array that contains arrays of node groups and
two arrays to keep track of presence of a source or a critical node in a node group. A node
group is a subset of nodes that are still connected to each other when the critical scenario
would happen. An example is given in Fig. 1, where in Fig. 1(a) we can see a network where
one critical scenario is indicated in red and in Fig. 1(b) the two resulting node groups are
indicated. The �rst node group is the group of green nodes, the second one is the set of
red nodes. A clear decoupling between the two groups happens when the critical scenario
would take place. The fact that at most 3 arcs can fail at the same time in a critical scenario
has as a result that there can be at maximum 4 di�erent node groups in the aforementioned
scenario.

When adding an arc to the solution, we need to update the critical scenarios to keep an
accurate check on the reliability in the critical nodes. Something interesting could be noticed
when comparing the critical scenarios from a network before a change and the same network
after adding an arc to it. If we had a list with critical scenarios, all scenarios of the second
case were based on the scenarios of the �rst one. This observation lead to the following
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(b) Disconnected graph after failures,
showing 2 node groups

Figure 1: Disconnection in two node groups by one of the critical scenarios

algorithm for updating the scenarios after adding an arc.

When an arc is added, there are a few possible courses of action, depending on the failing
edges in the critical scenarios. Two main distinctions can be made in scenarios when an arc
is added. We can have scenarios where this arc will also fail and scenarios where the arc does
not fail. If we take the �rst group, it should be clear to the reader that after the arc is added,
because we consider only scenarios with at maximum 3 failing edges, from the previous
critical scenarios, only scenarios with less than 3 failing arcs are plausible candidates. A
copy is made and these copies are updated by adding the new arc to the set of failing arc and
by multiplying the old risk with the probability of the new arc. We do not have to do any
other updates, as the node groups and their respective source nodes and critical nodes stay
unchanged. We can be sure that if that added arc fails, all of these critical scenarios are still
critical.

The second group were scenarios where the arc is added and does not fail. In this group,
di�erent possible alternative paths of action are possible. We have to look, for each critical
scenario, in which manner nodes are connected by the new arc and if an interconnection
between node groups takes place. If there is no connection between node groups, the scenario
is still critical, and only the risk is updated. If, however, the connection happens between
node groups, the actions taken depend on whether or not a source is present in either one of
them. When no water source is present in the two connected node groups, the scenario will
still be critical for all critical nodes. The risk is updated, the node groups are merged, and
their respective critical nodes are updated.

If one of the node groups does have a source node, a check is done to verify if the scenario is
still critical. The node groups that are not part of the connection by the new arc, if any, are
checked for source and critical nodes. If a critical node is found in a node group that does
not have a source node, the scenario is still critical. If it is still critical, the risk is updated,
the necessary node groups are merged, and their respective source and critical nodes are
updated. All non-critical scenarios are removed.

When looking into the reverse action, removing an arc from the solution, it becomes clear
that not all critical scenarios can be deduced from the critical scenarios from the case where
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the arc is present. More speci�cally, when adding an arc to the network, a critical scenario
with three failing edges and the added arc not failing can become not-critical. Those scenar-
ios are removed from the list of critical scenarios. There is, however, no way to trace back
this step. Those scenarios have to be regenerated (e.g., the gray critical scenarios in Table 1,
which are a subset of the critical scenarios for Fig. 2 without edge д, cannot be retrieved
from the critical scenarios of the network with edge д. Node A is the source and node D is
the critical node.).

A

B C

D

E

F

a

b

c d

e f

g h

Figure 2: Network G

Table 1: Critical scenarios for G, with and without edge д

Without д With д

de deд
d f d f д
deh deh
d f h d f h
ace
ac f
ade
ad f
bce
bc f
bde
bd f
cde
cd f
de f

However, experiments showed that this regeneration, which implies iterating over all the
possibilities of 3 failing arcs, took much longer than starting from the starting solution, the
spanning tree, and adding all the arcs that were not removed from the solution, including
updating the critical scenarios in each step, for the instances used in this paper. Running
multiple add and remove procedures showed that adding an arc was around 500 times faster
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than removing one. Table 2, shows the comparison between the approach that removes an
arc and regenerates the critical scenarios (denoted Remove I in the table) and the approach
where the critical scenarios are regenerated by adding arcs (denoted Remove II). The speed-
up factor (SF) denotes how many times faster Remove II is than Remove I. For both the exact
and the heuristic approach, we can see a signi�cant improvement in computational time.

Table 2: Comparison between computational times and speed-up factor (SF) for Remove I
and Remove II for both the exact and ALNS approach.

Exact Approach ALNS

Instance Remove I (s) Remove II (s) SF Remove I (s) Remove II (s) SF

001 116984 19974 5.86 162755 13941 11.67
002 5991 727 8.24 162614 8922 18.23
003 8879 1248 7.11 156190 9946 15.70
005 518133 54143 9.57 125863 13774 9.14

4.2 Adaptive large neighbourhood search

To overcome the long computational times for a large part of the test instances, a metaheuris-
tic approach has been proposed. More speci�cally, an adaptive large neighbourhood search
(ALNS) (Ropke and Pisinger, 2006) heuristic is used. In the ALNS, di�erent destroy and re-
pair neighbourhoods are de�ned, and are assigned a probability for each neighbourhood to
be selected during the search. These probabilities are changed during the course of the algo-
rithm to re�ect the e�ectiveness of the neighbourhood in helping to improve the solution.
The selection of the neighbourhood is done by a roulette wheel mechanism. If a better so-
lution is found during the search, the probability for the used neighbourhood is increased.
If the solution is not better, the probability is decreased. This cycle is repeated until a stop
criterion is met. An overview of the algorithm can be found in Algorithm 3.

First, some instance and heuristic parameter settings are set and an initial solution is created
by the randomRepair neighbourhood. The details of the randomRepair, and the other neigh-
bourhoods used in this paper are explained in Section 4.3. After an initial solution has been
found, a loop is executed for as long as the stop criterion is not met. In this paper, the stop
criterion is a maximum number of iterations. Inside the loop, the score is set to the default
reject score, which is a parameter passed by the user, and a destroy and repair neighbourhood
are selected through the use of the roulette wheel selection method.

The roulette wheel selection mechanism, also known as �tness proportion selection, is a very
simple selection mechanism where one of the options is selected by generating a random
number between zero and one. The probabilities assigned to the options are scaled by the
total sum of probabilities so their sum becomes equal to one. Next, the probabilities are
subtracted one by one, until the random number becomes negative. Once the random number
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Algorithm 3 Adaptive large neighbourhood search
1: x ← randomRepair()
2: x∗ ← x , f (x∗) ← f (x ), ρ− ← (1, ..., 1), ρ+ ← (1, ..., 1), T ← 25, Tα ← 0.9
3: iteration← 0
4: while (iteration ! = MaxIterations) do
5: s ← rejectScore

6: d ← rouletteWheelSelection(ρ−,Ω−)
7: r ← rouletteWheelSelection(ρ+,Ω+)
8: xt ← r (d (x ))
9: ∆e = f (x ) − f (xt )

10: if ∆e < 0 then
11: if (e (∆e /T ) > random(0, 1)) then
12: x ← xt

13: T ← T ∗Tα
14: s ← acceptScore

15: end if
16: end if
17: if (f (x∗) > f (xt )) then
18: x∗ ← xt

19: s ← improvementScore

20: end if
21: ρ−d ← δρ−d + (1 − δ )s
22: ρ+r ← δρ+r + (1 − δ )s
23: iteration← iteration+1
24: end while
25: return x∗

becomes negative, the option to which the last subtracted probability belonged, is the selected
option.

The destroy and repair neighbourhoods that were selected are explored, and the ∆e value is
then calculated based on the previous and new objective value. If ∆e is smaller than zero,
it means that the solution found by the neighbourhoods is worse than the previously found
solution. If this is the case, the solution is accepted with a certain probability. This probability
is expressed as:

P = e (∆e /T ) (6)

whereT is the temperature. When the solution is accepted, the temperature is updated with
a prede�ned value Tα . The score s is updated to the accept score. This acceptance method
is borrowed from the simulated annealing heuristic, which was introduced by Kirkpatrick
et al. (1983).

If the objective value of the current solution is better than the best found objective value
so far, the solution is accepted as the new best solution. The score s gets updated to the
improvement score. After that, the probabilities of the destroy neighbourhood and repair
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neighbourhood that were selected (ρ−d and ρ+r respectively), get updated depending on the
score s that was set, and a decay value δ .

ρ−d ← δρ−d + (1 − δ )s (7)
ρ+r ← δρ+r + (1 − δ )s (8)

The value of the score determines if the probability of selection of the used destroy and repair
neighbourhoods becomes larger or smaller. At the end of the loop the iteration counter is
updated. When the stop criterion is met, the best solution is returned, and the ALNS heuristic
is �nished.

4.3 Neighbourhoods

Two main classes of neighbourhoods have been used. A random type, where random arcs
are removed from or added to the solution for the random destroy and random repair neigh-
bourhood respectively, and the well known greedy randomized adaptive search procedure
(GRASP) type, where arcs that are selected through a roulette wheel selection based on a
ranking are added or removed. Both neighbourhoods are used in di�erent forms depend-
ing on the number of edges to be removed, or the ranking used to feed the roulette wheel
selection mechanism.

The randomRepair is the only exception, as there was only one variant used. Its pseudo code is
shown in Algorithm 4. While the solution found is not feasible, the random repair will select
an unused arc at random and add it to the solution. Next, its feasibility is checked. Once the
solution becomes feasible, or there is no more arc to add, the solution is returned.

Algorithm 4 RandomRepair function
1: m ← |unused arcs|
2: c ←m, stop← false, i ← 0
3: for (i < m and !stop) do
4: a ← random() % c
5: xt ← addArc(xt ,a)
6: Pc ← calculateCriticalNodeProbability(xt )
7: if (Pc ≤ Mc ) then
8: stop← true
9: end if

10: decrease c , increase i
11: end for
12: return xt

The randomDestroy neighbourhood, is very similar. For that neighbourhood, a percentage
of assigned arcs to be removed from the solution is de�ned. This number of arcs is than
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removed from the solution, by randomly selecting arcs to remove. Di�erent percentages
were de�ned.

The second type of destroy and repair neighbourhoods are all based on the GRASP approach.
The GRASPRepair method is shown in Algorithm 5. The main di�erence with the random ap-
proach, is that the arcs are selected from a sorted priority list, by using a roulette wheel
selection mechanism, which takes in to account the probabilities of the di�erent alterna-
tives.

Algorithm 5 GRASPRepair function
1: m ← |unused arcs|
2: c ←m, stop← false, i ← 0
3: for (i < m and !stop) do
4: p ← top(SortedPriorityList)

5: a ← rouletteWheelSelection(p)
6: xt ← addArc(xt ,a)
7: Pc ← calculateCriticalNodeProbability(xt )
8: if (Pc ≤ Mc ) then
9: stop← true

10: end if
11: decrease c , increase i
12: end for
13: return xt

For the GRASPRepair method, 5 di�erent variants are de�ned. The variants are using di�erent
priority lists, namely, cost, reliability, 1/cost , 1/reliability and reliability/cost. An overview
can be found in Table 3.

Table 3: Overview of repair neighbourhoods

Type Variant

Random -

GRASP cost, reliability,
1

cost
,

1
reliability

,
reliability

cost

The GRASPDestroy method uses the same priority rankings. However, they also have a pa-
rameter for the percentage of arcs to remove, resulting in 20 di�erent GRASPDestroy variants.
An overview of the di�erent destroy neighbourhoods is given in Table 4.

After the analysis of the results obtained by the adaptive large neighbourhood search (ALNS),
it is clear that suboptimal results are obtained. Often, the optimal solution is contained in the
solution found by the ALNS, but a large number of excess arcs are present in the �nal solution.
This can be explained by the approach used in the repair operators. The repair operators
continue to add arcs to the solution until the reliability threshold is met. The sorting of
the arcs to be added might not be the sorting which yields the optimal results. To improve
the performance of the ALNS algorithm, a local search based cleanUpSolution method is
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Table 4: Overview of destroy neighbourhoods

Type Variant Percentage

Random - 10, 20, 30, 40

GRASP cost, reliability,
1

cost
,

1
reliability

,
reliability

cost
10, 20, 30, 40

proposed, that will iterate over the arcs in the solution, and will check if the solution is
still feasible if that arc is removed. If the solution is still feasible, the arc is removed from
the solution. Fig. 3 gives an overview of the results obtained by the ALNS algorithm with
application of the cleanUpSolution method for di�erent numbers of iterations on one of the
instances used in this paper. When using 250 iterations, 90% of experiments ran with the
ALNS algorithm found the optimal solution as opposed to none when the cleanUpSolution
method was not applied.
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Figure 3: Results for ALNS with cleanUpSolution method

5 Computational experiments

5.1 Instance generation

The set of test networks that is used in this work is based on networks created by HydroGen
(De Corte and Sörensen, 2014). HydroGen is a tool to generate realistic water distribution net-
works of arbitrary size and characteristics. The generated networks are available in EPANET
(Rossman (2000)) input format, since this is the most frequently used hydraulic solver, and
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Table 5: Legend symbols

Symbol Explanation

Reservoir
Critical node (∈ K )
Demand node (∈ N )
Potential edge (∈ A)
Edge (∈ F )

GraphML, an XML-based graph exchange �le format, which enables easy visualisation. A
database of these networks is available online (http://antor.uantwerpen.be/hydrogen).

The generation method follows di�erent phases. In a �rst step, random cluster centres are
generated in a two dimensional plane. A minimal and maximal distance between these cen-
tres can be speci�ed. The water demand nodes are constructed in a circular layout around
these cluster centres. Next, a minimum spanning tree, connecting all of the demand nodes
in the plane, is drawn, using Prim’s algorithm (Prim, 1957). These connections represent
the water distribution pipes. Every pipe has a begin-node, end-node, length, diameter and
roughness coe�cient. Begin-node, end-node and length are de�ned by the generation itself:
nodes are assigned while drawing the spanning tree and the edge weights or pipe lengths
are the Euclidean distances. These edges or pipes de�ne the set F .

For every reservoir or tank that has to be added to the water distribution network, a random
demand node at the outside of the cluster is selected, and the water supply is connected to this
demand node with a new pipe or pump. Although a tree structure could e�ciently provide
every demand node with su�cient drinking water, no real-life water distribution network is
designed as a tree. Therefore, potential loops are added to increase water delivery reliability.
The pipes that create these loops de�ne the set A. Moreover, huge pressure changes are
avoided by an interwoven net. Duplication of pipes and the crossing of pipes are avoided by
a preliminary check. Moreover, in reality, the number of neighbouring pipes (or the so-called
degree of that node) is limited to four, which is also taken into account in the generation
procedure. As stated before, for some nodes in the network, it is of crucial importance that
a continuous provision of drinking water is guaranteed. These critical nodes only allow
a certain probability of failure. In a �nal step of the network generation procedure, it is
determined which nodes of N are critical (∈ K ) and which ones are not.

An abundant number of realistic network settings can be built by adjusting HydroGen’s
parameters. By �ne-tuning these parameters, one can obtain networks that have a high
resemblance to real networks.
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Figure 4: Example of a HydroGen test instance (left) and a zoom-in on part of this instance
(right)

5.2 Statistical analysis

A full factorial experiment has been conducted with the parameter settings shown in Table 6.
We used R (R Core Team, 2015) and the lme4 package (Bates et al., 2015) to perform a linear
mixed e�ects analysis of the relationship between the parameter values and the objective
value and CPU time, taking the instance as a random e�ect by following the step by step
analysis as shown in Winter (2013).

Two instances (007.inp and 010.inp) were quite reliable on their own and already had a 95%
reliability. All instances were run for 95% reliability, and therefore those two instances did
not yield any useful results. They are removed from the analysis.

In a �rst visual inspection of the residual plot, we could see that heteroscedasticity might
be a problem for both objective value and computational time. To handle that, we did a log
transform of the objective value and of time and this seemed to solve the problem for both.

The ANOVA shows that both GRASP list size and number of iterations have a signi�cant im-
pact on the objective value. They both lower the objective value if their values get increased.
For GRASP list size, this is signi�cant with χ 2 (3) = 8.4214,p = 0.03806, and for number of
iterations, this is signi�cant with χ 2 (2) = 539.37,p < 2.2e−16.

For time, the GRASP list size, the number of iterations and the decay value are signi�cant.
When the maximum number of iterations increases, the time increases with it (which makes
perfect sense). All the other parameters did not seem to make a signi�cant di�erence in
objective value or running time.
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Table 6: Overview of the parameter settings for the full factorial experiment

Parameter Tested values Selected value

GRASP list size (g) 1, 2, 3, 4 4
Maximum number of iterations (m) 10, 50, 100 100
Accept score (a) 0.8, 1, 1.2 1.2
Reject score (r) 0.4, 0.5, 0.6 0.6
Improvement score (i) 1.5, 2, 2.5 1.5
Decay value (d) 0.3, 0.6, 0.9 0.9

For the signi�cant parameters for both objective value and CPU time, the best in terms of
objective value are chosen. For decay value, the best value in terms of CPU time is chosen. For
the non signi�cant parameters, we selected the value which had the lowest mean objective
value. An overview of the alternatives and the selected values are shown Table 6.

Table 7 gives an overview of the results found by the naive exact approach and the ALNS
algorithm, run with the selected parameter settings. The ALNS found the optimal solution in
86% of the runs with the proposed parameter settings, and for most instances on average the
time is lower than the time needed by the exact approach. In the full factorial experiment,
80% of the runs with the ALNS found the optimal solution.

Table 7: Results of the exact approach compared with those of the metaheuristic

Exact Approach Metaheuristic

Instance Best
Solution Time (s) Best

Solution
Best

Time (s)
Avg.

Solution
Avg.

Time (s)

001.inp 68.94 13460 68.94 3534 68.94 4649
002.inp 51.69 537 51.69 1326 57.47 1790
003.inp 32.29 1068 32.29 1669 32.29 1878
004.inp 120.85 58591 120.85 2532 123.87 3326
005.inp 127.20 37709 127.20 4743 127.20 5723
006.inp 180.20 14551 180.20 1556 180.20 2215
008.inp 202.70 18790 202.70 758 202.70 1798
009.inp 13.99 16 13.99 235 13.99 264

6 Conclusion and discussion

We have proposed a mathematical model of the water distribution network design prob-
lem where the goal is to optimise the reliability in the network given a limited budget. An
Adaptive Large Neighbourhood Search solution method with di�erent destroy and repair
neighbourhoods is proposed and compared to an exact approach to solve the model.
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From the analysis, we can see the algorithm is very e�ective. It �nds the optimal solution
86% of the time when ran with 100 iterations in a very short amount of time (on average 2705
seconds). We have found that, when the number of iterations is increased, the algorithm will
�nd the optimal solution more often, but the computational time will also increase. Also the
grasp list size had an in�uence on the objective value and computational time.

It was clear from our analysis that the most powerful addition to the algorithm was the
cleanUpSolution method. This method made the di�erence between �nding the optimal so-
lution or not. With the data retrieved from the algorithm, we were unable to verify if speci�c
destroy or repair neighbourhoods had a signi�cant impact on the result. Future research
should be conducted to be able to identify key neighbourhoods. One approach would be to
include or exclude the neighbourhoods one at a time to verify if the optimal result can be
found.
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